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The theme today is Adore

Matthew 13: 44 - 46

I wonder if you suddenly had to leave your home

what three things would you want to take with you

because they are precious? You must be able to carry

them though.

Cheeky Pandas Activity Pack

It's in the Bible:

Let's chat!
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I wonder if you think that there are precious things

that you would like to take with you but you

cannot hold them at all? What might they be?
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The pillow case stuffing game.

Find an old pillow case for each person in the game.

You have five minutes to go to your room and fill

your pillow case with things that are precious to you.

The one with the most items in the pillow case wins.

How hard or easy was that to do?

Let's play!
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Can you find the greatest treasure in this puzzle?

You will need to find the right letters

My first is in golly and in gosh -

My second is in open and in opal -

My third is in dark and in dog -

My fourth is in sea and in see -

My fifth is in little and in late -

Let's try to solve the puzzle
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My sixth is in orange but not in apple -

My seventh is in viewing but not in seeing –

My eighth is in breakfast and in egg –

The greatest treasure is -----------------------------------------
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Firstly decorate the template however you like before

you start making it.

Then using the template and folding along the dotted lines

make your own treasure box.

You may wish to stick all the flaps down apart

from the opening one to make it more sturdy.

Let's make a treasure box
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The box is small but there might be small precious

things you can put in it, but for bigger things or for names of

people, you could write them on small pieces of paper.

Now decide where it is to be kept safe and sound.
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Dear God, thank you that we know that the most

precious gift is knowing that you will always love

us. We do pray for our five friends that very soon

they too will know how much you love them as well.

Amen

Let's pray
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Little balls of sweetness.

You will need 2 cups of granulated sugar

8 tablespoons of butter or margarine

Half a cup of low fat milk

A third of a cup of cocoa

Three cups of porridge oats

The food challenge
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What you do.

In a large sturdy saucepan combine the sugar, butter, milk and

cocoa.

Bring to the boil over a medium heat stirring frequently. Continue

boiling for three minutes.

Be very careful it will get very hot.

Remove from the heat and stir in the oats.

Drop a tablespoon of the mixture on to wax paper and allow to

cool. Enjoy
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